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Phrasal Verbs Practice | Lesson 39 opt for | jump at | vamp up | go along with | rule out Example Dialogues



Susan



: Did you make up your mind about what car you will buy?



Mitch



: I think I will opt for a Mitsubishi. 



Amy



: I heard that you are planning to quit your current job.



Katie



: Well, I have to vamp up an excuse for myself in order to do so. I would jump at the opportunity to work in another country.







Steve



: Will you go along with the decision or fight against it?



Laura



: I don't know yet. I won't rule anything out.



Try to figure out the meaning of these phrasal verbs. opt for | jump at | vamp up | go along with | rule out
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Phrasal Verbs Practice | Lesson 39 opt for | jump at | vamp up | go along with | rule out Example Passage



I’d never rule out changing my workplace were I to be offered a better position. A better job position is something that everyone in the world would opt for, given the chance. I always jump at any opportunity and never think about the consequences of my actions. I don’t think it’s a good idea to get too attached to a place. I always like to vamp up my life in any way I can and go along with my instincts.



Again, try to figure out the meaning of these phrasal verbs. opt for | jump at | vamp up | go along with | rule out
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Phrasal Verbs Practice | Lesson 39 opt for | jump at | vamp up | go along with | rule out Definitions



opt for



| to make a choice or decision from a range of possibilities I opted for the theater instead of the opera last night.



jump at



| to eagerly take an opportunity that is offered to you I will jump at the chance to meet my idol.



vamp up



| to make something more attractive, exciting; to invent, make up, improvise I vamped up my car with a new motor. I need to vamp up a reason for being late.



go along with



| to accept something; to agree to do something together with others I can't go along with her decision of selling the painting. Can I go along with you to the concert?



rule out



| to exclude a possibility Police said that arson could not be ruled out.



Make sure you can understand the meaning of these phrasal verbs. opt for| jump at | vamp up | go along with | rule out
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Phrasal Verbs Practice | Lesson 39 opt for | jump at | vamp up | go along with | rule out Practice



Answer using the correct phrasal verbs (in the correct form) to complete the sentences.



1 | When she invited me to go to the dance with her, I naturally



the



opportunity.



2 | Will you



the blue curtains or the red ones?



3 | We can't



finding more survivors at this moment.



4 | What reason did she



5 | I would like to



you on vacation.



6 | Let's



7|I



for cheating on the test?



this trip and go bungee jumping!



a smaller wedding instead of a big one.



8 | I will



her idea. It makes more sense.



9 | I have _________ the possibility of going to college because it’s too expensive.



10| I



the chance to go with him.



APPLICATION: Create your own sentences using these phrasal verbs. opt for | jump at | vamp up | go along with | rule out
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Phrasal Verbs Practice | Lesson 39 opt for | jump at | vamp up | go along with | rule out Exercise



Answer using the correct phrasal verbs (in the correct form) to complete the dialogue.



Andy and Johnny are talking about Andy's new motorcycle.



Johnny



: Wow, you really



your motorcycle collection with this new



Harley-Davidson!



Andy



: You bet! I saw it was for sale and I I will always



Johnny



a Harley before any other motorcycle.



: That's right. You have to take it out on an inaugural trip this weekend. You should



Andy



the chance! You know



me to the Grand Canyon.



: I think I will be going on a business trip this weekend, but I won't _______ anything _______.



Johnny



:Ok! I will talk to you later!



APPLICATION: Create your own dialogue using these phrasal verbs with your teacher. opt for | jump at | vamp up | go along with | rule out
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PVP: 19,99 

Ensalada de frutas (Fruta fresca de temporada con nata, frutos secos y miel). Othmaleya (Capas de pasta kataifi (fideos
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Intermediate, Middle 

18 nov. 2015 - Our services are provided through the Texas Department of Agriculture's Food and. Nutrition Program funde
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vi blanc pvp - Xerta Restaurant 

D.O. RUEDA. El Perro Verde 2015. 19 € .... Viñedos de Páganos. Luis Cañas Crianza 2013. 27,60 € .... Roberto Voerzio Cer
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listado pvp edificio magnolia AWS 

Nº. PLT. Nº. ORIENT. DT. BAÑOS. M2. UTILES. UTIL +. TERRAZA. CONST +. Z.C. PRECIO VTA. €/m2. IVA. PRECIO TOTAL. 1. 1ª. 1
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Referencia Descripción PVP sin IVA 

SQB Radio. 157,16 €. 35222. Synology DS 109. 234,30 €. 35226. Synology DS 209. 282,00 €. 35228. Synology DS 209+II. 394,
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CARTA DE VINOS IVA INCLUIDO. ZONA / ORIGEN PVP. PVP.COPA TAKE AWAY. TINTOS. EL HOMBRE BALA. MADRID. 27,00 €. 24,11 €. LA
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Nr. 39 

vor 1 Tag - Kurs-Nr. 31125IP. Work-Life-Balance - Stress bewÃ¤ltigen. Impulsworkshop ...... ber, 13:30 Uhr: In Hell- mitzheim wird der Kirch- weihbaum noch.
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KW 39 

Dienstag. Ãœberbackene Maultaschen-Lasagne (A,D,G,) mit Tomatensauce. Kibaquark (G). I. Mittwoch. F FischstÃ¤bchen (CD). | smit Kartoffel-Blumenkohl-PÃ¼ree ...
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